
4 Animals and Their Characteristics 

Like humans, even animals have different behaviours. Let us more about the characteristics of 

animals.) 
22 07 2 

Quickstart 

Given below is a list of animals. Write the name of the animals to the corresponding columns. 

fox elephant sparrow Ppigeon frog crow peacock pig 

mouse cat buffalo duck hen camel lizard cow HW 

Visible ears 
Hairy skin Internal ears Feathers on the skin 
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Kite 
hoopoe 

Sparrow 

A sparrow has a short beak to pick up grains and worms. 

A hoopoe has a long beak to pull worms and other insects from the ground. 

A kite has a strong, sharp, and hooked or curved beak to tear the flesh of the small animals 

it eats. 

An owl hasa short, curved, downward-facing beak that is hooked at the end. It is designed 

specifically for gripping and tearing prey. 

A parakeet uses its curved beak to break open and eat a variety of fruits. 

A stork uses its long beak to catch fish. 

Look carefully at the beaks of the birds given below. Below each bird, write down the kind 

of food it will eat. Choose your answers from this list: grains, fish, small rats, fruits and nuts, 

worms found in the ground 

WehmA_md 
nsed 

Hesh e Anall amimls 
ghauns amd 

nAedh and Aral 
anumal 

Yatnia ishes 
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Cats and dogs have a much developed sense of smell as compared to humans and other animals. 

Birds have different beaks and claws as per their feeding habits. Birds build their nests with the 

help of straw, grass, twigs, and feathers. They lay their eggs in the nests. They sit on the eggs to 

keep them warm and, thus, guard the eggs. 

Mind Map 2.2 7 202 

Complete a mind map to show three interesting nests that birds have built. 

/TAILOR BIRD 
this bind stitches 
Leaves togc-theh to 
make ih nest, 

12) (3) 
Woon PEuKER 
they make Small 
hola widh thei 
beaks on the 

humk. 

WEAVERBIRD 

Bird's Nest nest with day 
9has and aues 
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2.2-07 2o 21 

Let's Practise 

Match the name of the animals to their ears. 

iv) () Elephant 

(V (ii) Mouse 

li) (ii) Rabbit 

(is) (iv) Horse 

i) 
(v) Dog 

2. Name any two animals each of the following category. 

(a) Animals have ears that can be seen pbant hone 
(hoCodil 

Cat 
(b) Animals have ears that cannot be seen130hd 

(c) Animals have hair on skin Kabbt 

(d) Animals do not have hair on skinoXphun nwint pq 
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3 Why do animals need ears? 

Eans halh Ihem lp heaounds 

4. How do birds hear? 4. 

inds ha tiny holos sn both ideu o ih huad 
eved with lealbss. Taay_hels the bihd la hea 
Why do animals have different patterns on their body? 5. 

Animali hae dLienont 
body because th h ammals pok 
c nt 

patha on thev 

6. Name the animals that have not been mentioned in the chapter. 6. 

An animal that has ears that we cannot see.u0gSnake 

EDhan 
(a) 

(b) An animal with ears shaped like fans. phant (b) 

(c) An animal with ears shaped like leaves., Rabbt 
(d) An animal with ears on top of its head. Kabbut 

Dog (e) An animal with ears on both sides of its head. 0q 

One Level Up 

1. Prepare a collage of the skin pattern of different animals. 

(a) The sphinx cat is one breed of cat with a very special characteristic 

feature. Describe this feature. Refer to the Internet for information. 

Sphinx cal a bwod o cat k nouon 

ash lack Aus alo talled hauskuut.
H (b) Find out the herd/group behaviours in animals such as ants, bees and elephants. 
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omnivores 
Group discussion: 'All animals, that is, herbivores, carnivores, and 

have the same type of teeth'. 

3. Which bird has the biggest nest in the world? Where is this bird found? 

-urd Jm Nothes n 
3. 

Mani was walking on the foot path. He saw an injured cat on the foot path 

gently picked it up and took it to the vet. He decided to adopt the cat and . 
care of it. What values did Mani show?Discuss. 

He 

take 

Have you ever had a pet? Does anyone you know have a pet? lf yes, then fnc 

out more about it. Write your findings in in your notebook. 

(a) What animal is it? 

(b) Does it have a name? What is it? 

(c) Who named it? 

(d) What does it like to eat? 

(e) How many times a day is it given food? 

() When does it sleep? For how long does it sleep? 

(g) Is there any special way to look after this animal? Explain how. (e) 

(h) Does it get angry? When? How do you know that it is angry? 

(i) Does it have hair or feathers on its skin? 

G) Can you see its ears? 
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